Considering Sites for Development in
Milton Abbot Parish
(including Milton Abbot and Chillaton)

Site Information Pack
This pack contains:
A Site Information Table
This table sets out information about the constraints and opportunities for each site which has been considered in each settlement.
A conclusion about each site’s potential for development has been recorded in the following ways:
ACCEPTED SITES
Sites which are allocated or have planning permission and are deliverable within the next 5 years.
POTENTIAL MEDIUM TERM (6‐15 YEARS) SITES
Sites with limited constraints and/or constraints which can be overcome but which are not currently in the planning system.
The principle of development on these sites is not yet established through an adopted Development Plan or Neighbourhood Plan.
POTENTIAL MEDIUM TERM (6‐15 YEARS) SITES – AVAILABILITY UNCONFIRMED
Sites with limited constraints and/or constraints which can be overcome but which are not currently in the planning system and their availability is unconfirmed.
The principle of development on these sites is not yet established through an adopted Development Plan or Neighbourhood Plan.
WINDFALL SITES
Sites which are not allocated for development but where the principle of development is established through an approved planning consent or is
likely to be granted consent on the basis of existing and emerging policy.
REJECTED SITES
Sites which have significant constraints which cannot be overcome or are likely to make development unviable and sites which are in unsuitable locations.
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For all accepted sites, potential medium term sites and windfall sites, an indication of the site’s overall capacity as well as an assessment of
its potential has been recorded.
 Site Capacity – this means how much development could be delivered on the site taking into account physical constraints (e.g. flood zones)
but not taking into account policy considerations (i.e. what level of development is appropriate for the settlement) or infrastructure constraints
(i.e. what could be realistically and reasonably accommodated in the settlement).
 Site Potential – this means how much development could be delivered on the site taking into account physical constraints (e.g. flood zones)
and policy considerations (i.e. what level of development is appropriate for the settlement) or infrastructure constraints (i.e. what could be
realistically and reasonably accommodated in the settlement).

Site Maps
These maps show all of the sites which have been considered as part of this exercise. They also show all of the sites which are already allocated
in adopted plans.

Constraint Maps
These maps show the different constraints, such as conservation areas, flood zones and the wildlife sites.

Map Abbreviations
AONB
AWI
CWS
DNP
MCZ
OSWI
PROW
SAC
SPA
SSSI
TPO
UWS
WHS

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Area of Wildlife Interest
County Wildlife Site
Dartmoor National Park
Mineral Consultation Zone
Other Site of Wildlife Interest
Public Rights of Way
Special Areas of Conservation
Special Protection Area
Site of Special Scientific Interest
Tree Preservation Order
Unconfirmed Wildlife Site
World Heritage Site
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For more information
South Hams and West Devon Place Making Team
Follaton House, Plymouth Road, Totnes, TQ9 5NE
Email ‐ Strategic.Planning@swdevon.gov.uk
www.westdevon.gov.uk
www.facebook.com/westdevonboroughcouncil
www.twitter.com/WestDevon_BC
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Chillaton - General Comments
Chillaton is a small village in the south of the Borough. The village has a limited range of local services, which include a pub. The designated primary school is Milton Abbot which is over 3 miles away. Contributions towards transport will
be required. There is limited capacity at Milton Abbot Primary and the site is not capable of expansion. The designated secondary school is Tavistock College which has some capacity but contributions to facilities and transport may be
required from new development.
General consultation responses for Chillaton and Milton Abbot
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council note that the sites have not been identified as part of a rational review of the need for more housing in the Parish and as such it is possible that more sites will emerge (such as the Chillaton Garage
site). Given the lack of facilities in both villages, the Parish Council note that there needs to be a better understanding of housing needs and request that a Housing Needs Survey is carried out.
The Parish Council considers that the assessment of whether Chillaton is a suitable location for future development should be carried out before any applications are encouraged. It is considered by the Parish Council that Chillaton has a
good mix of housing stock and it is noted that there are always properties for sale or rent. New development should not be discouraged it if contributes to the vitality of the village.
For Milton Abbot, the Parish Council highlight that the village shop closed some time ago and that the Post Office service operates two half days a week. Therefore, any assessment regarding the suitability of Milton Abbot to
accommodate new development based on the existence of the shop should be reviewed.

WD_42_07_08/13

Land west of 1
Springfield
Cottages,
Chillaton

0.8

Access
Access is via a narrow lane which is likely to be unsuitable for an increase in traffic movements.
Site is not well related to the village centre and would continue to spread development away from the centre of the village. Landscape and Ecology
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Heritage and Archaeology
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Contamination and Environmental Health
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process. Other
No other constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council note that whilst they understand the concern about the additional traffic on the narrow access lane, it will depend on
the amount of development proposed. At this time, the assessmen results are endorsed, but it may be that some small scale development would be viable.
WDBC Response to consultation
The Council notes the comments. There will be further opportunity through the Neighbourhood Planning project or an allocations process to explore the
potential for development on this site.

Due to the
significant
constraints
identified the site is
not considered to
have potential
for development at
this time.
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-

Site Reference

WD_42_08_13

Site Address Site area (ha) Site Information

Land east of
Marlow Crescent,
Chillaton

1.4

Access
Access involves crossing third party land but there is an agreement in place for this land to be used as access. If this is achievable then highways access is
acceptable in principle.
Site is reasonably well related to the village centre.
Landscape and Ecology
The site is set back from the road and any development would therefore have to sit behind the row of houses in Marlow Crescent. This could impact on the
amenity of properties and would result in a pattern on development which is uncharacteristic of the village.
Heritage and Archaeology
Potential archaeological remains - requires pre-application assessment and evaulation.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
About a third of the site is covered by an area of Flood Zones 2 and 3 which will reduce the yield.
Contamination and Environmental Health
A disused mine is within 200m of the site with possible heavy metals/land stability issues. Relevant assessments will be required.
Other
No other constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council endorse the views of the assessment. They wish to add that if this site and WD_42_09_13 is developed, it would lead
to a significant increase in the village's housing stock, far in excess of what is required to meet local needs.
The agent on behalf of the landowner confirms that it was never envisaged that the whole of the site would/should be delivered. There are some concerns at
the conclusions drawn from this assessment in relation to previous Inspectors views on sites.
WDBC Response to consultation
WDBC has considered the comments made in respect of the streams on the adjacent (WD_42_09_13) site and potential drainage and flooding constraints
and has sought further comment in respect of this from the Council's draingage engineer. Further information will be required if this site is to be advanced
for development with regards to the culverting of these streams and this could reduce the yield. The Council notes the comments from the agent. However,
the principal concerns relate to the form of backland development that this site would create which is not characteristic of the village. There will be further
opportunity through the Neighbourhood Planning project or an allocations process to explore the potential for development on this site.
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Due to the
significant
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Site Reference

WD_42_09_13

Site Address Site area (ha) Site Information

Land between
Sunwaye and
Marlow Crescent,
Chillaton

2.6

Access
Vehicle access acceptable in principle.
Site is reasonably well related to the village centre.
Landscape and Ecology
The frontage of the site is flat but slopes slightly downwards byond that towards the watercourse at the rear of the site. Site is visible in surrounding views
but there is an opportunity for frontage development beteen Marlow Crescent and Sunwaye and development could blend in with this existing form of
development.
Heritage and Archaeology
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
A small part of the site is covered by an area of Flood Zones 2 and 3 which will reduce the yield.
Contamination and Environmental Health
Site is close to sewage treatment works with possible odour issues. Relevant assessments will be required.
Other
No other constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council consider that development of this site represents a significant extension to the village boundary and would create
ribbon development. The Parish Council do not agree that the site is flat and note that the site slopes away from the road level and consequently cannot see
how frontage development could be achieved. The Parish Council also note that there are two streams crossing the site which play a part in the drainage
from the opposite hillside. The costs of accommodating the streams into any development is likely to make the site unviable.
Local resident objections have been received for development on this site. The site regularly floods and drainage pipes are underground to assist with run
off. There is not considered to be a housing need in Chillaton nor is the village considered to be a sustainable location for development. There is local
congestion in the centre of the village, where there are very limited facilities.
WDBC Response to consultation
WDBC has considered the comments made in respect of the streams on site and potential drainage and flooding constraints and has sought further
comment in respect of this from the Council's draingage engineer. Further information will be required if this site is to be advanced for development with
regards to the culverting of these streams and this could reduce the yield. Subject to this issue being resolved, there are limited other constraints to
development and there will be further opportunity through the Neighbourhood Planning project or an allocations process to explore the potential for
development on this site. Whilst this would impact on the viability, the site is considered to have some potential for development.

Conclusion
The whole of the
site is not suitable
for development
due to issues
relating to impact
on the landscape
character. In
addition, the limited
local primary school
capacity and range
of local facilities
means that only
small scale
development is
likely to be
suitable. As such, it
is considered that
there could be
potential for
approximately
10 dwellings along
the western
boundary of the site
as frontage
development.
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Milton Abbot - General Comments
Milton Abbot is a small village located in the south west of the Borough. It has a good range of local facilities within the village, including a pub, shop and primary school. There is limited capacity at the primary school and the school is
not capable of expansion. The designated secondary school is Tavistock College which has some capacity but contributions to facilities and transport may be required from new development.
The Primary School is slightly detached from the rest of the village but they are connected via a footpath and are within easy walking distance of each other.

Site Reference

WD_42_01_08/13

Site Address Site area (ha) Site Information

Land adjoining
Fore Street,
Milton Abbot

1.2

Access
Vehicle access to the eastern field acceptable in principle but the setting of the conservation area may be affected by achieving this.
Site is well related to the rest of the village.
Landscape and Ecology
The site covers quite a large area and development on the whole site would represent a significant growth of the village with the potential to impact on the
character of the village and its conservation area.
Heritage and Archaeology
Indication of ancient field boundaries which should be retained.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
There is a watercourse running through the centre of the site which will reduce yield.
Contamination and Environmental Health
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Other
No other constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council note that any development of this site should have careful consideration to its potential impact on the character of the
village and the Conservation Area and to the fact that the existing access along Edgcumbe Lane is already overdeveloped. The potential for 10 dwellings
should be regarded as an absolute maximum.
WDBC Response to consultation
The Council notes the comments. There will be further opportunity through the Neighbourhood Planning project or an allocations process to explore the
potential for development on this site.
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The whole of the
site is not suitable
for development
due to issues
relating to presence
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need to retain
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addition, the limited
local primary school
capacity means that
only small scale
development is
likely to be suitable.
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Site Reference

WD_42_03_08/13

WD_42_05_08/13

Site Address Site area (ha) Site Information

Land adjoining
Milton Abbot
Primary
School, Milton
Abbot

Allotment
Gardens, Fore
Street, Milton
Abbot

4.7

0.5

Conclusion

Access
Vehicle access is via a narrow lane which is unlikely to be suitable for traffic generating development. Site is detached from the village centre but is within
walking distance of it and is next to the school.
Landscape and Ecology
The site covers quite a large area and development on the whole site would represent a significant growth of the village away from its centre with the
potential to impact on the character of the village and wider landscape. There are limited opportunities to create a smaller scale development which would
be suitable in this location.
Site is within an Unconfirmed Wildlife Site.
Heritage and Archaeology
Site is in close proximity to a Grade II Listed Building and appropriate measures will need to be in place to ensure that harm to its setting is reduced.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Contamination and Environmental Health
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process. Other
No other constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council support the conclusion of the assessment.
WDBC Response to consultation
The Council notes the comments and the support the initial assessment.

Due to the
significant
constraints
identified relating to
access, impact on
landscape character
and extent of
contamination/n
oise issues, the site
is not considered to
have potential for
development at this
time.

Access
Vehicle access acceptable in principle.
Site is well related to the rest of the village.
Landscape and Ecology
The site is near to the boundary of the Tamar Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) but is not visible in wider views.
Heritage and Archaeology
There are numerous listed buildings in the area and the site is next to the conservation area. Given the proximity of this site to the Church of St Constantine
(Grade I Listed Building) and the conservation area, development has the potential to harm the wider setting of and views to and from this heritage asset,
and therefore the significance of the asset. There could also be potential cumulative impact with development on other sites in the village. However, the site
is very well screened, below the level of the Church and therefore not visible in such views. There may therefore be potential for development lower down
the site with an access running through the allotments.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Contamination and Environmental Health
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Other
The existing allotments are visually part of the setting of the estate cottages and they also have social interest and should ideally be retained as part of the
historic character within any wider development of the site. If they are currently redundant as allotments they could be a wildlife reserve or retained as
another use of public benefit.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council consider that this site is the most suitable of those put forward and has the potential to accommodate 5 dwellings.
WDBC Response to consultation
The Council notes the comments. There will be further opportunity through the Neighbourhood Planning project or an allocations process to explore the
potential for development on this site.

The whole of the
site is not suitable
for development
due to the need to
retain some
allotments. In
addition, the limited
local primary school
capacity means that
only small scale
development is
likely to be suitable.
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Site Reference

WD_42_06_08/13

WD_42_10_13

Site Address Site area (ha) Site Information

Land adjacent
Vicarage Gardens

Land at Endsleigh
House and
Gardens, Milton
Abbot

1.7

2.4

Conclusion

Access
Vehicle access acceptable in principle either via Vicarage Gardens or WD_42_05_08/13.
Landscape and Ecology
The site is located next to the Tamar Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) northern boundary. The development of this site would result in a
loss of the rural setting that acts as a buffer to the AONB and its setting. The impact on the AONB setting means that development would be significantly
constrained by the need to provide a strong green buffer to the west and south of the site.
The site covers quite a large area and development on the whole site would represent a significant growth of the village with the potential to impact on the
character of the village, heritage assets and the AONB. However, there is an opporunity for small scale development within the northern part of the site but
this would require access being achieved via WD_42_05_08/13.
Heritage and Archaeology
Given the proximity of this site to the Church of St Constantine (Grade I Listed Building), development has the potential to harm the wider setting of and
views to and from this heritage asset, and therefore the significance of the asset. There could also be potential cumulative impact with development on
other sites in the village.
Potential archaeological remains - requires pre-application assessment and evaluation.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
There is a watercourse on the southern boundary which will affect yield.
Contamination and Environmental Health
Site is next to a sewage treatment works which may give rise to odour issues and reduce the yield. Relevant assessments will be required.
Other
No other constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council note the constraints and consider that any development should be small scale.
WDBC Response to Consultation
The Council notes the comments. There will be further opportunity through the Neighbourhood Planning project or an
allocations process to explore the potential for development on this site.

The whole of the
site is not
suitable for
development due to
the impact on the
AONB and heritage
assets. In addition,
the limited local
primary school
capacity means that
only small scale
development is
likely to be
suitable. As such, it
is considered there
could be potential
for approximately 5
dwellings in the
northern part of the
site. Site should be
considered
alongside
WD_42_05_08/1
3.

Access
Vehicle access is via a narrow lane which is unlikely to be suitable for traffic generating development. Site is detached from the village and is not within
walking distance of facilities.
Landscape and Ecology
The site is within the Tamar Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
Heritage and Archaeology
Development will harm both the Grade I historic park and garden and the walls of the kitchen garden (Grade II) which are within the proposed site.
Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Contamination and Environmental Health
No constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part of any pre-application process.
Other
Site is in existing business use.
Summary of consultation responses
Milton Abbot Grouped Parish Council do not consider this a realistic site and no development should be permitted.
WDBC Response to consultation
The Council notes the comments and support for the initial assessment of this site.

Due to the
significant
constraints
identified relating to
location, access and
impact on heritage
assets, the site is not
considered to have
potential
for development at
this time.
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SHDC/WDBC SHLAA 2016
SHDC SHLAA 2014
SHDC SHLAA 2013
WDBC SHLAA 2013/2014
SHDC/WDBC Allocations
AONB
Dartmoor National Park
Local Nature Sites
County Wildlife Sites
Ancient Woodland
Greater Horseshoe Bat
Critical Drainage Area
Flood Defences
Flood Zone 2
Flood Zone 3

Mineral Consultation Zones
Special Area of Conservation
Special Protection Areas (Marine)
Site of Special Scientific Interest
Tree Preservation Orders
Conservation Areas
Ancient Monuments
Historic Parks and Gardens
Listed Buildings
World Heritage Sites
Bridleway
Byway
Footpath
Restricted Byway

The maps display the information above as a series of separate layers.
These layers can be turned on or off using the free Adobe Acrobat Reader software https://acrobat.adobe.com/uk/en/acrobat/pdf-reader.html
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